
PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY
OVERVIEW

CascadeMD reduces the administrative burden associated with 

clinical documentation so providers can focus more time on 

patients.

CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION
REIMAGINED.



About Us

Clinical Documentation Reimagined! 

Using our mobile and web apps,

a healthcare provider can dictate the entire patient

encounter on their device of choice including 

tablets and mobile phones.

Our state of the art nautral language voice-to-text

and AI inferencing engine will capture relevant dataand AI inferencing engine will capture relevant data

and populate your EMR of choice requiring little to

no manual transcription or data entry. Experience an

increase in revenues by reducing time spent on 

administrative tasks.

Clinical Documentation Reimagined.



Our Features
Our powerful dictation and transcription product has been built and designed to ensure the highest level of accuracy while  

being able to effectively streamline your documentation, data entry and administration processes. Let CascadeMD handle the 

documentation and data entry burden so you can focus on what matters, Patient Care.

Dictation Capture

Record dictations from any tablet or
mobile device. Using our intuitive
mobile app you can create, save and 
submit all of your dictations.

AI Powered Inference

Our powerful AI understands and interprets
your dictation to populate your EMR with
no manual data entry required.

Custom Keyword Triggers
Speed up your dictations by creating
custom keyword triggers that can 
populate data or phrases into your
transcription.

Speech Recognition

Accurate and efficient voice-to-text
conversion.

Structured Dictation Formatting

Create your own dictation template
for structured forms, notes and data.



Our Benets
Documentation is necessary but takes too much time. Often completed at end-of-day, this can require overtime hours  in an 

industry already suffering from burnout. CascadeMD can drastically reduce documentation time effectively reducing overhead 

costs and freeing up more time to focus on patient care.

Comparison: 1 Physician, 10 dictations per day, 8 minutes per dictation

Total Hours Saved with CascadeMD: 770.03

63% Reduction
(Hours Required)

55% Reduction
(Overhead Costs)

Overhead costs reduced by: $25,241



As a PointClickCare Integration partner, CascadeMD’s AI and inferencing technology is seemlessly connected to your faciilities 

PointClickCare environment. Resident records can be automatically updated from your dictation with no manual entry required. 

Create Progress Notes

Your dictation will automatically
create a progress and/or 
practitioner note.

Customizable Workows
External Physicians or clinics can
dictate and once submitted the 
information can be instantly back at
your facility for processing based on 
your customized worow for dictation
processing.processing.

Rapid Implementation

As a PointClickCare Integration
Partner we can have your facility
up in running in days, not weeks 
or months.

Vitals

Dictate vitals during rounds and
have the resident record update
automatically.

Preferred Pricing

Preferred pricing for PointClickCare
facilities and additional discounts 
for multiple facilities

Customized data mapping

Create your own data mapping and 
keyword triggers giving you the ability 
to have the information from your 
dictation go where you need it in your
PointClickCare resident record.



Contact Us

877.469.6400

info@cascade.md

www.cascade.md

307, 300 S Pine Island Road - Plantation, FL


